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Introduction 
With 2003 marking the centennial of Korean immigration to the United States, 
it seems an opportune time to rethink some of the key paradigms that have 
defined contemporary understandings of pre-World War II Korean experiences 
in the United States. Prevailing historical accounts have routinely emphasized a 
diasporic immigrant community consumed by the politics of Korean 
independence that emerged from the colonization of Korea by Japan in 1910. 
Rife with political intrigue and larger-than-life personalities, these accounts have 
guaranteed that the Korean independence movement would serve as the 
dominant narrative of pre-1945 Korean immigrant experience in the United 
States.1 While the importance of the independence movement cannot be 
discounted, the emphasis on this narrative has invariably produced a 
historiography that has simultaneously privileged nationalist histories at the 
expense of other experiences while also conflating such critical issues as 
generational differences, gender politics, and place. 
While various historical accounts have traced Korean nationalist politics in 
particular areas (primarily Hawai'i, Los Angeles, and San Francisco), these 
regional and urban studies have ignored how particular locales have shaped 
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Korean immigrant experiences. Instead, these works have focused on Korean 
nationalism as a political movement curiously unmoored not only from the larger 
forces of American history but also from local histories. When "place" is invoked, 
it is in the context of a specific geographical location or a generic "America" that 
serves merely as a backdrop to a myriad of ostensibly more important events. 
Yet, when we consider the "power of place," the prevailing narrative of pre-
World War II Korean immigrant experience is profoundly disrupted.2 In an effort 
to rethink the issue of place and its relationship to Korean immigrant experience, 
this article examines how the "local" that is Hawai'i shaped the life of one 
Korean immigrant woman's life, Esther (Po Pae) Park, in the decades before 
World War II.3 
In examining Park's experiences in the 1920s and 1930s I contend that the 
distinctive context of Hawai'i, which included sizeable Korean immigrant 
communities, a population where Asian immigrants outnumbered whites, and an 
understanding of Hawai'i as a place of exile rather than settlement for Koreans, 
created a unique local cultural milieu where Korean immigrants experienced 
generational identity, gender, and homeland politics differently than on the 
mainland.4 Additionally, serious consideration of the relationship between the 
ideas of exilic identity and migrant life provides an important window into exploring 
why migrants returned to their country of origin, a dynamic largely ignored in 
the recent historiography of U.S. immigration and in studies on Asian 
immigrants.5 Finally, despite its status as a U.S. territory in this period, it is 
critical to understand that, given its racial demographics, natural resources, 
climate, and physical terrain, Hawai 'i existed beyond the pale of American cultural 
and political life before World War II. Consequently, the "America" that Koreans 
encountered in Hawai'i was significantly different than in the continental United 
States. 
While the United States experienced a mass immigration from throughout 
the world at the time of the twentieth century, Hawai'i stands out for its system 
of contract labor to recruit migrants, its relative proximity to Asia, its geographical 
isolation from the contiguous United States, and its large Asian migrant 
population which formed the largest immigrant group in the Islands.6 Initially 
recruited to work on the sugar plantations, roughly 7,000 Koreans migrated to 
Hawai'i between 1902-1907.7 While the number of Korean immigrants in Hawai'i 
paled in comparison to other immigrant groups to the islands before World War 
II, Korean communities there were distinctive for their strong ties to Christianity, 
the large number of migrants from urban backgrounds, and their tendency to 
migrate in family units. Like immigrants from around the globe, the emigration of 
Koreans in this period was influenced by traditional "push and pull" factors, 
such as famine, political unrest, hopes of economic opportunity and religious 
freedom in the United States as well as the transnational American missionary 
connections between the United States and Korea. While numerous studies 
have demonstrated the ways in which immigrant ethnic identity has been 
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fashioned through the crucible of migration, for Korean immigrants, this process 
was heightened by the experience of increasing Japanese imperial encroachment 
in Korea at the turn of the twentieth century. Consequently, Korean migrants 
arrived in Hawai'i with a distinct sense of "being Korean" that was firmly 
grounded in a nationalist anti-Japanese discourse. This anti-colonial identity 
was consolidated further by the subsequent Japanese colonization of Korea in 
1910 and the attendant nationalist and labor conflicts in Hawai'i between Korean 
and Japanese immigrant communities.8 
For Koreans in Hawai'i, the colonization of their homeland prompted a 
fervor of nationalist activity. This burst of political activity was also coupled 
with a shift in the way in which Korean migrants conceived their nationalist 
identity. Left without a nation or a state to call their own, many Koreans in the 
United States increasingly understood their experiences as one of exile rather 
than sojourning or permanent settlement.9 Those in exile maintained their Korean 
national identity primarily through political activity and cultural preservation. In 
the 1920s, demographics mattered enormously in the emergence and maintenance 
of this Korean identity. The mainland U.S. Korean population of roughly 1,100 
paled in contrast to the nearly 5,000 Koreans in the Territory of Hawai'i.10 As a 
result, Hawai'i fostered Korean organizations in larger numbers than on the 
mainland. The size of Korean communities in the Islands guaranteed that Hawai'i 
would play a critical role in the building and maintenance of a Korean exilic 
identity. 
It must be remembered that, despite its status as an American territory, 
Hawai'i existed on the margins of American life, particularly in the 1920s and 
1930s. Scholars have aptly demonstrated the reasons for its marginalization: 
distance from the mainland, the colonial relationship between the United States 
and Hawai'i, a population in which non-whites significantly outnumbered whites, 
and a plantation economy that made Hawai'i more similar to other tropical 
plantation economies of the era than to the continental United States.11 
Importantly, this cultural and geographic distance from the mainland provided 
the space for Korean immigrant communities to cultivate and maintain an exilic 
identity in the decades preceding World War II. 
'Tarkie" 
Affectionately called "Parkie" by her friends and family, Esther Park was 
born in 1902 in what is present day North Korea and immigrated with her parents 
and two older brothers to Hawai'i in 1903. Her parents worked as contract laborers 
on sugarcane plantations, first on the island of Hawai'i and then in rural Oahu. 
Part of the "middle generation," the roughly 500 Koreans who came to Hawai'i 
as young children, Park was unusual in that she completed not only high school 
in Honolulu but also a B.A. in education at the University of Hawai'i at a time 
when such educational attainment was rare for Korean immigrants, especially 
women. Even more striking, at a time when the majority of first generation women 
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followed the traditional path of marriage and family, the unmarried Park not only 
pursued a professional career in the Islands working for the Hawaiian Young 
Women's Christian Association (YWCA), but she also returned to Korea in 1947 
under the auspices of the Korean YWCA. 
The understanding of Hawai'i as a place of exile is clearly evident in Park's 
experiences. Her father, a Methodist minister, was an ardent nationalist who 
fervently desired to return to a liberated Korea and to pass Korean culture on to 
his children.12 Park recalled her father's efforts by pointing out that she had 
learned to "read and write those hard Chinese characters" by reading Korean 
philosophies and literature.13 While Park's father never returned to his homeland, 
both Esther and her older brother did. 
Another important way that Hawai'i figured into the maintenance of Korean 
national identity in the 1920s and 1930s was the perception that it served as the 
gateway to Korea. The notion of Hawai'i as a gateway to the "Orient" is nothing 
new given the context of American imperial ambitions at the turn of the twentieth 
century.14However, for Korean immigrants in the United States, Hawai'i not only 
represented the closest geographical point to Korea but also, before the advent 
of commercial air travel, served as a way station for both the limited number of 
Korean immigrants who migrated to the United States and for the few Korean 
immigrants who returned to Korea during the colonial era.15 The sense of Hawai'i 
as the gateway to Korea played a critical role in shaping Park's nationalist and 
professional sensibilities. 
Park's aspirations found a critical resonance in the 1920s and 1930s, 
especially because Hawai'i was home to some of the most important Korean 
nationalist leaders of the time including Young Man Park and Syngman Rhee, 
and served as the clearing house for a steady stream of Korean immigrants, 
including picture brides and Korean students, who in many ways provided a 
link to a Korea that Park had never known.16 For Park, this relative "nearness" of 
Korea and contact with both arriving and departing Korean migrants would 
have an enormous impact on her sense of Korean identity. 
The small but steady influx of Korean students in the 1920s and 1930s 
contributed significantly to the maintenance of Korean culture and identity 
through various educational projects for Korean children and adults. For Korean 
immigrant communities before World War II, education for children that 
emphasized Korean language, history, and arts in addition to the American 
curriculum emerged as a way to sustain both Korean culture and to cultivate a 
Korean nationalist identity in the younger generation with the hope that they 
would contribute to the liberation of Korea. The explicit connection between 
the inculcation of Korean culture and national liberation had important 
repercussions on how Korean immigrants would educate their children in Hawai 'i. 
Departing from the traditional Korean practice of reserving formal education for 
boys, Koreans in Hawai'i formally educated both boys and girls and established 
Korean educational institutions to carry out this mission. 
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Koreans were deeply committed to providing a Korean-centered education 
for their children. At a time when Korean immigrant communities could have 
certainly availed themselves of the local public school system, the majority of 
Korean grammar school-age children on the island of Oahu attended Korean 
schools. Duk Hee Murabayashi demonstrates the enormous sacrifices that 
Korean immigrants made to educate their children in Korean schools. In her 
work on education in Hawai'i, Murabayashi reveals that Korean immigrants 
financially supported private schools and Korean-language schools for children 
at a time when the average income for a dual-wage earning family was less than 
$30 a month.17 Additionally, given that secondary education was largely 
unavailable in rural areas beyond Honolulu, Koreans also expended resources 
to send students (male and female) to private boarding schools or paid to board 
their children in Honolulu so they could attend public high school.18 
Despite the financial hardships that her family endured in the 1920s, Esther 
Park attended the Korean Girls Seminary for elementary school, the Mid-Pacific 
Institute for junior high and high school (both in Oahu) and continued on to the 
University of Hawaii, where she completed a B.A. in Education in 1926. Park's 
student years at the Korean Girls Seminary would prove to be enormously 
influential. Founded by Syngman Rhee, the most recognizable Korean nationalist 
leader of the time and a future president of South Korea, the seminary emerged 
as an important site to inculcate Korean identity. In observing Korean educational 
institutions, the Hawaiian Methodist Mission noted that the founding of such 
schools reflected "a desire on the part of some Koreans to demonstrate their 
ability to do things without the help of the Mission and also to keep their 
children from being Americanized."19 While Korean educational institutions could 
not prevent the Americanization of Korean youth in the islands, Korean schools 
did instill a sense of "Korean-ness" in their students that was unparalleled on 
the mainland.20 Significantly, that Korean immigrants in Hawai'i felt so committed 
to instilling a sense of "Korean-ness" amid the "Americanization fever" in the 
1920s and 1930s underscores that they felt their stay in Hawai'i was temporary. 
As Eileen Tamura has aptly demonstrated, Americanization campaigns in Hawai 'i, 
while primarily targeted at Japanese immigrants, were deeply concerned with 
eradicating the vestiges of Asian immigrant culture.21 Given their commitment to 
providing their children with a Korean education when such a move would find 
little resonance with the political climate of the time suggests that many Korean 
immigrants—particularly first generation immigrants—thought of themselves 
in exile. 
In the 1920s, Park faced enormous obstacles in reaching this level of 
educational attainment. Growing up in rural Hawai'i on the Big Island of Hawai'i 
and Oahu, Park experienced poverty that was compounded by her mother's 
poor health in the wake of the birth of her twin brothers. Consequently, from the 
age of twelve, Park found herself the primary caregiver for her younger siblings 
as well as responsible for the majority of household domestic duties. While her 
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parents did not oppose educational pursuits, these responsibilities at such an 
early age worked continually to interrupt Park's education. 
One important influence on Park during these years was the YWCA. Like 
other Americanizing institutions in this period in Hawai'i, the YWCA recognized 
that women like Esther Park in the middle and second generations were important 
conduits of Americanization in their respective communities.22 At the same time, 
for Park, the YWCA was a welcome respite from the family responsibilities that 
she shouldered. In the 1920s, for girls like Park in rural areas, the YWCA offered 
a chance to socialize with other girls their own age through activities such as 
camping, arts and crafts, and various social events. 
Aside from social and educational activities, the YWCA also provided female 
leadership role models and career opportunities. Significantly, in Hawai'i, unlike 
the mainland, the YWCA did not segregate organizational activity along racial 
lines.23 However, this does not suggest that the YWCA in Hawai'i was somehow 
more "progressive" on matters of race. Instead, it was evident that race was 
framed differently in Hawai'i. While race on the mainland was primarily understood 
in a black/white binary, this model did not work in Hawai'i, where Asian immigrants 
comprised the largest racial category. The framing of race, however, in a white/ 
"Oriental" model proved to be equally problematic. 
Particularly, with the intersecting discourses of American Orientalism, the 
civilizing mission of Protestant Christianity, and anti-Asian sentiment, it is 
important to point out that the YWCA in Hawai'i conflated Asian immigrant 
communities in Hawai'i with its overseas work in Asia. This was certainly part of 
the larger Protestant mission of the YWCA in this period which did not 
distinguish between its work at home and abroad.24 The conflation of Asia and 
Asian immigrant would profoundly influence the course of Park's career with 
the YWCA. Despite her occupational mobility within the local YWCA, she found 
that her opportunities for advancement within the YWCA were largely confined 
to Hawai'i. 
The issue of generation also was significant in shaping Park's experiences 
in the 1920s and 1930s. In general, studies of Asian immigrant groups in the 
United States have failed to grasp the complexities of generational identity aside 
from the conventional differentiation between the first generation, the individuals 
who make the migrant journey, and the second generation, their American-bom 
children.25 While this approach has allowed scholars to speak broadly about 
general attributes such as educational attainment and occupational status of 
specific generational cohorts, it has also conflated the intricacies of generational 
identity. The adherence to a simple first generation/second generation model in 
framing Korean immigrant experience in the United States before World War II 
disregards the complicated dynamics of Korean migration and of transnational 
immigrant formations.26 In particular, in this paradigm, the experiences of what 
historian Wayne Patterson has called the "middle generation" —first generation 
immigrants who came as children have been largely overlooked.27 This distinction 
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is crucial in the assessment of Park's experiences in the 1920s and 1930s, especially 
because first generation Asian immigrants were precluded from naturalization 
by the 1790 Naturalization Act that limited naturalized citizenship to "free whites."28 
For the middle generation cohort, who were largely socialized and acculturated 
to what passed for American life in Hawai'i, the inability to naturalize had a 
significant impact on their experiences and opportunities. For example, Park, 
who had aspired to teach in the Hawaiian school system, found that she could 
not obtain a position because American citizenship was a prerequisite for the 
job. Additionally, in the 1930s, as Americans became concerned over Japanese 
territorial expansion, the designation of Koreans as Japanese nationals, given 
the colonial status of Korea, became increasingly problematic as questions of 
national loyalty became an issue.29 
As part of the middle generation and thanks to the commitment of first-
generation immigrants to exposing their children to all things Korean, Park was 
particularly attuned to Korean politics and culture. Entering adulthood in the 
1920s, Park and others in the middle generation found themselves in a curious 
position. As immigrants they were ineligible for naturalization, but at the same 
time they were fully socialized into American life in the Territory of Hawai'i.30 
This was particularly true for Park who arrived in Hawai'i at the age of one. 
Another equally important influence in Park's life was the strong presence 
of Korean immigrant women's groups as well as the visibility of Korean women 
in Hawai'i. Unlike the mainland, where women composed less than 25 percent of 
the Korean population, in Hawai'i the approximately 2,000 Korean women formed 
more than one-third of the population. Like the larger narrative of Asian American 
history, the experiences of Korean immigrant women have been given short 
shrift. Invariably, the historical scholarship on Korean immigrant women has 
focused primarily on the picture-bride phenomenon or examined the ways in 
which Korean immigrant women participated in the Korean independence 
movement, with very little attention to experiences beyond these scholarly 
frameworks. 
The efforts of Korean women in the independence movement must be 
recognized. Indeed, as in many other political and social movements in the 
United States, women served as the "rank and file" of nationalist organizations, 
especially in fundraising and the daily maintenance of such organizations. Thus, 
for young women like Park, older Korean immigrant women served as models for 
emulation and as agents of encouragement. In the 1920s, organizations such as 
the Taehan Puinhoe (Korean Women's Association), Sinmyong Puinhoe 
(Sinmyong Women's Association), Taehan Puin Kujehoe (Korean Ladies Relief 
Society), Youngnam Puinhoe (Youngnam Women's Association), and the Korean 
Young Women's Christian Association involved nearly all adult women in the 
islands.31 
At the same time, while women performed much of the day-to-day work of 
the independence movement, the leadership of Korean nationalist organizations 
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in Hawai'i and throughout the diaspora remained in the hands of men. In Hawai'i 
and in the continental United States, this gendered structure paid off for middle-
and first-generation Korean men who migrated to the United States as students 
as they moved into leadership positions within the movement. Indeed, in the 
1930s and 1940s, first generation Korean men who could not naturalize found 
professional opportunities limited because of the blatant racial discrimination 
against those of Asian descent, even in Hawai'i. Importantly, immigrant men, 
particularly middle-generation men educated at American colleges and 
universities found an outlet in the independence movement for their ambitions 
and educational training.32 As part of the leadership coterie, many of these men 
achieved social prominence at least within Korean immigrant communities and 
some were able to parlay their experiences in the United States into significant 
political roles in South Korea in the postwar period. 
Middle generation women, on the other hand, did not easily find occupational 
mobility within the ethnic enclave. This was particularly true of Park, who did 
not subscribe to prevailing gender expectations of marriage and family within 
Korean immigrant communities and in the broader context of American society. 
Despite these obstacles, aside from their secondary status in the independence 
movement, Korean women did assert their influence and control over two 
important arenas of Korean life in Hawai'i: the needs of women and children and 
the maintenance of Korean culture. 
Significantly, first-generation Korean women created female networks to 
acclimate Korean picture brides, provide social services for the indigent and 
elderly, and assist women in childbearing and child rearing. Consequently, Korean 
women maintained a high level of visibility in Hawai'i. Equally important was the 
role immigrant women played in the maintenance of Korean culture. The YWCA 
recognized this dynamic and hired Ha Soo Whang to serve as the Korean 
secretary for the Islands in 1922. 
Upon earning her college degree at an American college, Whang was hired 
to direct the Korean department of the International Institute of the YWCA.33 
Through her work with the YWCA, Whang was able to stay above the fray of 
the frequently turbulent world of Korean nationalist politics by focusing on the 
needs of women and children and the elderly and by passing on Korean cultural 
practices to the younger generation. As one of the earliest Korean women to 
graduate from an American college, Whang served as an important role model 
for Park. Indeed, for Park, the arrival of Whang in the 1920s was a turning point 
in her life.34 By focusing on work with Korean women and girls and the 
preservation of Korean culture, Whang offered Park an option beyond local 
nationalist politics and was a highly visible example of the professional 
opportunities that the YWCA could offer. Simultaneously, Whang believed that 
Korean immigrant women could Americanize without sacrificing their Korean 
identity.35 With this belief, Whang organized English language and health 
education courses and a mother's club. While Whang's work with the YWCA 
was certainly part of the larger Americanization movement of the 1920s, she was 
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also deeply committed to maintaining Korean culture among younger Koreans, 
particularly teenage girls. To promote this agenda, in her spare time, she 
established the Hyung Jay (Sisters) Club, which in addition to promoting 
friendship and Christian ideals, focused on learning traditional Korean dance 
and music.36 
In addition to the influence of the YWCA and female role models within the 
Korean community, Park's experiences at the University of Hawaii emerged as a 
critical arena in which she found enormous support for her academic endeavors. 
Reflecting Hawaii's broader racial demographics, students of Asian descent 
significantly outnumbered whites. As a result, the anti-Asian sentiment prevalent 
on West Coast college campuses, especially in California, was muted in Hawai'i. 
As an education major, Park took numerous courses in sociology to fulfill 
her degree requirements, and these courses proved to be critical to the way she 
viewed Koreans in Hawai'i and her relationship to Korea. Indeed, more so than 
any other academic department at the University of Hawaii, the sociology 
department embraced non-white students. The department, heavily influenced 
by the Chicago School of Sociology led by Robert E. Park, explicitly identified 
Hawai'i as a "racial laboratory," and, under the direction of Romanzo Adams and 
later Andrew Lind, actively encouraged both undergraduates and graduate 
students to write about what they knew best—their own experiences as non-
whites and about their larger ethnic communities.37 Routinely, professors 
assigned student projects that provided detailed accounts about ethnic 
communities throughout the islands. These student papers were used extensively 
by professors as a source of valuable data to assess processes of assimilation, 
race relations, rates of intermarriage, and class mobility. In many ways this 
arrangement was particularly exploitative as professors capitalized on their 
student's community ties and language abilities. However, for Esther Park and 
other nonwhite students, that their life experiences and communities were worthy 
of academic study significantly contributed to a positive identification with 
their ethnic/racial identity. In a paper written in her senior year for an upper 
division sociology course, Park declared, 
I was ashamed of my parents and home no more. I tried 
my best to improve conditions with what we had. I felt humble 
when I met the people who had no opportunity to go to school. 
I tried to get into their crowd when I was with them and share 
their simple way of thinking. I was willing to help them when 
they needed me. Ah-that was knowledge-humble service. I 
was fully determined to work for my people when I get out of 
college and I hope I shall be able to do so.38 
Upon graduation from the University of Hawaii in 1926, Park received her 
first teaching post at the Kohala Girls School on the Big Island of Hawai'i, but 
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this appointment was short lived. In the midst of the Americanization campaigns 
of the 1920s, the Board of Education in Hawai'i ruled that U.S. citizenship was 
required to teach in the Islands. Although she had arrived in Hawai'i at the age 
of one and had spent nearly a quarter of a century in the Islands, the Korean-
born Park was ineligible for citizenship and thus lost her teaching position. This 
was a tremendous blow for Park, especially because by the mid-1920s she had 
become the principle financial support for her parents and siblings. At the 
suggestion of Ha Soo Whang, the YWCA recruited Park to work initially with 
the Girl Reserve and throughout the 1930s as the Rural Secretary for all the 
Hawaiian Islands.39 This began a nearly fifty year career with the YWCA. 
While most accounts of Park's early years with the YWCA have underscored 
the ways in which the YWCA groomed her to lead the YWCA in Korea, it is 
clear that Park's interest in working in Korea predated her stint with the YWCA. 
Moreover, it is clear that the national YWCA before World War II did not consider 
Korea important to their larger mission in the 1920s and 1930s.40 While she was 
committed to her work in Hawai'i, she was explicit in declaring that, "It has been 
my one desire and ambition [that] I shall go back to Korea someday and do my 
little bit in uplifting the downtrodden nation[,] if it is only to be teaching one 
person to live a better life."41 Ironically, in the 1930s, it was the issue of racial/ 
ethnic background that served as her greatest obstacle to securing a position 
with the YWCA in Korea. The Foreign Division Secretary of the national YWCA 
made this clear as she pointed out that despite the many conversations about 
securing a post for Park in Korea, "there would be absolutely no opportunity for 
her [Park] to have a position in Korea at the present because of the Japanese 
influence."42 At the same time, the national YWCA was reluctant to commit any 
resources to Korea in the 1930s. Despite the close ties between Korean women 
leaders such as Helen Kim and the Foreign Division and the formal affiliation 
of the Korean YWCA with the World YWCA in 1924, requests for funds for 
buildings and for an American secretary were routinely turned down.43 
In light of the steady discouragement that Park faced about working for the 
YWCA in Korea, it is not surprising that she turned her ambitions domestically. 
In 1939, she requested a formal leave from the Honolulu YWCA and asked for 
part-time placement at a YWCA on the mainland, where she could continue her 
work for the YWCA and pursue a graduate degree. Park's desire to pursue 
further professional training signaled her growing interest in working for the 
YWCA at the national level.44 However, as Vera Berger, the General Secretary 
of the YWCA in Hawai'i worked to secure Park a position on the mainland, 
Berger was quickly informed by the national office, "If the study of the experience 
which she [Park] has during her long leave is intended to lead to a position on 
the mainland, again we have to be discouraging."45 Aside from being discouraged 
about the prospects of working for the YWCA at the national level, Park and her 
supporters in Hawai'i found it enormously difficult to find a YWCA on the 
mainland willing to sponsor Park during her course of study. While many of the 
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YWCA leaders at the national level were sympathetic to Park's plight, they also 
recognized the reality of race relations and racial discrimination and understood 
that placing "oriental students" in mainland YWCAs was difficult, especially 
because both graduate school fieldwork and YWCA projects required extensive 
community work.46 
While Park understood the international issues that prevented her from 
securing a YWCA position in Korea, she was surprised to find her professional 
aspirations within the YWCA circumscribed by race given her positive interracial 
experiences within the YWCA in Hawai 'i. Ultimately, Park was placed at a YWCA 
in Cleveland and began a one-year program at Case Western Reserve University 
in applied social sciences. It is important, however, to note that Park received 
this offer only after the national YWCA was assured that her Cleveland training 
would be used to further her career in Hawai 'i and after YWCA leaders in Hawai'i 
had called in various personal favors at the Cleveland YWCA.47 
Completing the year in Cleveland, Park returned to Hawai'i in September 
1941, where she became the program director of the Business and Industrial 
Department of the Honolulu YWCA, which catered to the needs of working 
women. However, in the aftermath of the bombing of Pearl Harbor and the United 
States' entry into World War II, Park, as well as the rest of the YWCA, found 
themselves quickly incorporated into the war effort.48 The end of the war brought 
liberation to Korea and new hope for Park and her lifelong dream to return to 
Korea. After much negotiation, in 1947, at the age of forty-five, Park went to 
Korea as the YWCA Korean Secretary. Upon hearing news of her appointment, 
Park declared, 
It is the one thing I have always wanted to do, and perhaps my 
prayers are being answered. I pray that I may be equal to the 
work and meet the expectations of the people there. I have 
many limitations, but I do have a strong will to work among 
my people.49 
Conclusion 
In emphasizing the ways in which the "place" of Hawai'i shaped Park's 
experiences, I do not mean to suggest that Hawai'i should be understood as a 
racial paradise or as an exceptionalist narrative. While the racial composition of 
the Islands, in contrast to the mainland, did offer greater occupational mobility 
for Asian immigrant communities, it is crucial to remember that while whites were 
the minority, a haole elite routinely controlled local politics, the local economy, 
and dictated cultural standards. And the dominance of this white elite in Hawai 'i 
in the first half of the twentieth century existed within a larger context of colonial 
subjugation and racial hierarchies established through the plantation economy. 
As an Asian immigrant, Park was denied naturalization and, hence public 
employment; she could not fulfill her ambition to teach in Hawai'i. Even though 
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Park found enormous satisfaction in her career as the Rural Secretary for the 
YWCA, she also experienced firsthand how race circumscribed her ambitions 
within the YWCA at home and abroad.50 
For Park, returning to Korea represented more than occupational mobility, 
especially given the hardships of daily life in postwar Korea and the political 
instability on the peninsula. Indeed, Park left Hawai'i just as U.S. citizenship 
laws were being liberalized to allow Asian immigrants to naturalize and Korean 
immigrant communities were reaping the economic and social benefits of postwar 
America.51 Understanding Park's return to Korea in the postwar period only as 
one of professional ambition ignores the complicated ways in which generational 
identity and an exilic sensibility, combined with the particular local context of 
Hawai'i, influenced her motivations. 
Not surprisingly, in her over thirty years of service to the Korean YWCA, 
Park devoted her efforts to improving the lives of women and children from all 
walks of society. Under the direction of Park, the Korean YWCA instituted 
vocational education, daycare for working mothers, and social services for widows 
and prostitutes. In the aftermath of the Korean War, the Korean YWCA 
continued to expand its sphere of influence, as the YWCA was designated to 
disperse United Nations reconstruction funds.52 Importantly, at a time when 
numerous forces in Korean society—including Protestant Christianity, a divided 
peninsula, and Cold War politics—were determining the future of Korea, both 
North and South, Park, in spite of the bitter ideological divisions among Koreans, 
remained above the fray of these heated and oftentimes violent debates. Instead, 
Park maintained the political identity of the YWCA in Korea as a distinct women's 
organization "that claimed identities for women as women."53 
Heralded as a national heroine, Park could have retired in Korea to a life of 
ease and wealth.54 Instead, at the age of 77, she returned to Hawai'i, where she 
spent the remaining years of her life surrounded by family and "old time" 
friends.55 Esther Park died at the age of 98, February 2001, after more than fifty 
years of service to the YWCA, nearly thirty of which were spent in Korea. 
Throughout her career, her commitment to improving the lives of women and 
girls remained steadfast. In many respects, she was unusual for her time within 
Korean communities in Hawai'i and the continental United States. She earned a 
college degree, remained single, worked as a professional, and most notably, 
returned to Korea at a time when few Korean emigrants, especially women, made 
the return journey.56 Of the small number of Koreans who did return to Korea in 
a professional capacity after liberation in 1945, it is not surprising that many of 
these returnees spent their formative years in Hawai'i, which underscores for us 
the importance of the power of place.57 Park herself exemplifies this power when 
she declared, "America has been a great country to me—I say America[,] for 
Hawaii has been my America."58 
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